
SNAPPLE CASE STUDY SOLUTION

Case History In , Quaker acquired Snapple at the height of its Competitor Analysis: Brand Image Healthy Unhealthy
Mainstream Unique.

Secondly it is unlikely to reestablish relationship with relations with Stern and Limbaugh because of the way
the relationship was ended. We believe that in order to do so Triarc must adopt three options immediately,
firstly focus on market segmentation, secondly must implement a marketing plan to reintroduce the brand back
into mainstream entertainment and thirdly must take an initiative to strengthening the distribution system.
Consumer love Snapple. In , Snapple management raised capital by selling a majority stake of the firm to
Thomas H. Further, they tried to rationalize distributions of both Snapple and Gatorade and negotiate deals
with distributors and distributor councils which were unsuccessful. Immediate action should be focused on the
implementation of the suggestions from the cultural analysis report given in Deutschs study. Own distribution
channel. To build brand equity and reestablish brand image and value, Triarc now needs to take vital steps to
make Snapple a fashionable brand. This was because the owners of Quaker assumed that changing product
perception was an easy task. They were wrong to assume that Snapple would grow as Gatorade had been a
successful brand. You are on page 1of 33 Search inside document Gautam Rohan Vaishali Introduction It
begins with founders, in this case, three entrepreneurs working in a natural food store in the East Village of
New York City in  Snapple has always benefitted from alternative means of marketing. Wendy was the person
that consumers related to, and Wendy single handedly maintained an image of the company as small and
caring. Snapple Brand equity In Snapple was experiencing tremendous growth. It possesses a wide product
line with many different flavors but only a few flavors have held the product afloat. Take back Wendy
Kaufman New product development. When the acquisition was in place, Quaker fired Wendy and also
terminated contracts with Radio 4 personalities such as Howard Stern and Rush Limbaugh, causing additional
damage to Snapples image. The best essay writers are ready to impress your teacher. The attributes and
personality of the product is its strength. Risk orientation style, cost free and experimental To seek
opportunities rather than risks Problems After the acquisition by Quaker, Snapple experienced decrease in
sales and weak brand image. Not only this, but they heavily marketed using advertising and PR activities.
Snapple must embrace its soothing taste and make its beverage a part of consumers daily ritual.


